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DiaCCon GmbH is growing …
Our premises have been completely renovated and expanded to a very high standard and
we moved in at the start of 2016. Our production preparation area, dispatch and offices have
been redesigned and are now all organised in one central place over an area of more than
200 m². Short distances between colleagues and clear organisation of the individual production
stations make it easier to achieve a clean and efficient working environment

.

As some of our preparatory steps require the highest cleanliness, they are carried out in rooms
screened off especially for that purpose. This
means that we are able not only to guarantee
the high quality of each of the individual process
steps but also to protect the process expertise which in some cases has been specially developed for our customers

.

We are able to discuss ideas and make plans in
our new meeting room where we enjoy getting
into interesting discussions with our customers in a
pleasant atmosphere

.

The new facilities offer plenty of space and clean
working conditions for production preparation as
well as for the final assembly of our electrolysers

.
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The new packing station guarantees secure, clean packing even of large volumes. So we are
able to send off the mechanical seals & bearings
that we have coated for you and your electrodes/electrolysers, knowing that they will arrive safely

.

DiaCCon GmbH is growing …
We'd be really pleased to welcome you to our premises

.
.

We are still in the same building, so our address hasn't changed
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DiaCCon is a world-leading
company in the field of CVD
diamond coating. We specialise in the high-quality diamond
coating of mechanical seals/
bearings and the production of
diamond electrodes with longterm stability

.

DiaCCon GmbH
Dr. Mack-Straße 81
D-90762 Fürth

info@diaccon.de
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Tel.: +49(0)911 - 950 956 - 61
Fax: +49(0)911 - 950 956 - 69
www.diaccon.de

We make
crystalline
diamond
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